HONORS DAY
UNT®
EST. 1890

Friday, April 21, 2017  UNT Coliseum  3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Honors Day Ceremony

PRE-CEREMONY MUSIC

Gershwin Medley

Cole Porter Medley

“Overture”
From Royal Fireworks

George Gershwin (1898-1937)
arr. Steve Sample

Cole Albert Porter (1891-1964)
arr. Steve Sample

George F. Handel (1685-1759)
arr. So-ichi Konagaya

University of North Texas Tuba Euphonium Ensemble
Dr. Brian Bowman and Mr. Donald Little, Directors

PROCESSIONAL*

Olympic Fanfare and Theme

John Williams (b. 1932)
arr. Jon Oliver

University of North Texas Tuba Euphonium Ensemble
Dr. Brian Bowman and Mr. Donald Little, Directors

PRESENTATION OF COLORS

Army ROTC Honor Guard

NATIONAL ANTHEM*

Mr. Malcolm T. Payne, Jr.
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Vocal Studies
Mr. Michael Clement
Pianist

WELCOME

Dr. Neal Smatresk
President

INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER

Dr. Elizabeth With
Vice President for Student Affairs and Co-Chair, Honors Day

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Ms. Jessica Martinez

INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL MUSIC

Dr. John Richmond
Dean, College of Music

On A Hymnsong of Philip Bliss

David R. Holsinger (b. 1945)
arr. Jon Oliver

University of North Texas Tuba Euphonium Ensemble
Dr. Brian Bowman and Mr. Donald Little, Directors

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS AND HONORS

ACADEMIC AWARDS
 Colleges and Departments

Dr. Finley Graves
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

RECOGNITION AWARDS
 Athletic Awards
 International Awards
 Student Organizational Awards

Dr. Elizabeth With
Vice President for Student Affairs and Co-Chair, Honors Day
ACADEMIC AWARDS
Recognition of Faculty and Staff
Honor Societies
University Writing Awards
Outstanding Teaching Fellows
Nationally Competitive Awards
Nicholas D. and Anna Ricco Ethics Awards

Dr. Glênisson de Oliveira
Dean, Honors College/TAMS and Co-Chair, Honors Day

Dr. Finley Graves
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Dr. Elizabeth With
Vice President for Student Affairs and Co-Chair, Honors Day

PRESIDENTIAL EXCELLENCE AWARD
UNT Community Award

Dr. Neal Smatresk
President

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION AWARDS
Alton Thibodeaux Award
SGA Honor Professor

Dr. Finley Graves
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Mr. Grant Hale
President, Student Government Association

THE’FESSOR GRAHAM AWARD

Dr. Finley Graves
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

ALMA MATER

Ms. Kimberly Watson
Outstanding Graduate Student in Vocal Studies

Mr. Michael Clement
Pianist

Glory to the Green and White
by Julia Smith
Singing Glory to the Green, Singing Glory to the White,
For we know our University is striving for the right.
Down the corridor of years, we’ll forget the joys and tears,
But North Texas, North Texas we love.

RECESSIONAL*
Harold Arlen Medley

Harold Arlen (1905-1986)
arr. Steve Sample

University of North Texas Tuba Euphonium Ensemble
Dr. Brian Bowman and Mr. Donald Little, Directors

*Audience, please stand if able.
Guests are invited to celebrate with awardees at the reception immediately following the ceremony.
Awards Presented by Academic Colleges and Departments
College of Arts and Sciences

ANTHROPOLOGY

Academic Achievement Award in Anthropology
Anne Stapper
Caitlin Griffith
Mark Orzech
Rachel Freeman
Krystalynn Castaneda
Taylor Perry
Jessica Burgess
Jamie Davis
Valeria Martinez
Megan Corcoran
Emily Dickerson
Vittorio Chillemi
Valeria Martinez-Napoles
Sarah Ben-Ezra

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

David Redden Scholarship
Stephanie Samuel
Clara Oliva
Kevin Rivera
Davis Szymanski
Michelle Long
Bradley Osemwengie
Sabreen Shalabi
Maryam Farooq
Angelica Abuana
Kinny Xavier
Andru Widener
Caitlin Fellers
Elizabeth Mathers
Travis Bryant

CHEMISTRY

George Vaughan Memorial Award
Riffat Parveen
Robert Wade Brown Departmental Service Award
Grace Little
Robert Wade Brown Departmental Service Award
Darrell Mayberry

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Outstanding Achievement in Debate Award
A bron Hester
Outstanding Graduate Student in Communication Studies
Anna Marsden
Outstanding Graduate Student Service Award in Communication Studies
Colton Hensley
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Communication Studies
Jayme Carrico
Outstanding Undergraduate Student Service Award in Communication Studies
Savanna Depew
Ted Colson Award for Excellence in Performance Studies
Kennedy Wilks

DANCE AND THEATRE

Outstanding Dance Scholar
Lauren “Elle” White
Bianca Nunez
Lauren Sampson
I On "Yvonne" Chang
Andrea Allen
Emily Pippins
Jeremy Gomez
ECONOMICS
Aaron Wuensch Memorial Graduate Scholarship
Chang Jae Lee
Jack Johnson Award for Top BA/BS Undergraduate Student in Economics
William Goode
Rising Eagle Graduate Scholarship
Dressel Cruz Ruiz
The Top BBA in Economics Award
Amanda Richardson
William H. and Virginia W. Wallace Graduate Scholarship
Kassi Hill

ENGLISH
Outstanding Graduate Student in Creative Writing
Clinton Peters
Outstanding Graduate Student in Literature
Tana Taylor-Juko
Outstanding Graduate Student in Literature
Cole Jeffery
Outstanding Undergraduate Student
Levi Grand

GEOGRAPHY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Outstanding Graduate Student
Kwadwo Boakye
Outstanding Undergraduate Student
Brittany Jandick

HISTORY
Outstanding M.A. Thesis in European History
Victoria Weiss
Outstanding M.A. Thesis in U.S History
Shawn Page
Outstanding Ph.D. Dissertation in History
Nathaniel Jarrett
Outstanding Teaching Assistant in History
Michael Adams
Outstanding Teaching Assistant in History
Kylie Woodlock
Outstanding Teaching Fellow in History
Hailey Stewart
Outstanding Teaching Fellow in History
Christopher Menking
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in History
Ian Campbell
The Gil Samples Award for the Best Undergraduate Paper in European History
Frank Garcia Cazares
The Gil Samples Award for the Best Undergraduate Paper in U.S. History
Caitlyn Coil

MATHEMATICS
Outstanding Graduate Student in Mathematics
Logan Crone

MEDIA ARTS
MA Graduate Student Academic Excellence Award in Media Arts
Jessica Crone
MFA Graduate Student Academic Excellence Award in Media Arts
Nicole Warner
Outstanding MA Graduate Student Award in Media Arts
Godofredo Mendez
Outstanding MFA Graduate Student Award in Media Arts
Michael B. Mullins
Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award in Media Arts
Charles D. Lawson
Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award in Media Arts
Valarie Gold
Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award in Media Arts
Rodger Woodruff
Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award in Media Arts
Cristina Gonzalez
Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award in Media Arts
Teresa Diaz
Undergraduate Student Academic Excellence Award in Media Arts
Ruth M. Aragaw
Undergraduate Student Academic Excellence Award in Media Arts
Austin Crum
Undergraduate Student Academic Excellence Award in Media Arts
Madison N. Holland
Undergraduate Student Academic Excellence Award in Media Arts
Taylor R. Worst
Undergraduate Student Academic Excellence Award in Media Arts
Bethany Larrañaga

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
Gene Hargrove Graduate Fellowship
Rika Tsuji
John Kimmy Memorial Scholarship
Cheyanne Wells
Richardson Environmental Action League (R.E.A.L.) Fellowship Fall '17
Rika Tsuji
Richardson Environmental Action League (R.E.A.L.) Fellowship Fall '17
Clarissa Pulley
Samuel and Mabel Danford Scholarship in Religious Studies
Alexander Haskell
PHYSICS

L.F. Connell Award
Outstanding Physics Graduate Student
Outstanding Senior Physics Major

Marilyn Wells
David George
Austin Daniel

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Clovis C. Morrissom Award for the Best Pre-Law Student
Outstanding Research Assistant
Outstanding Student in American Politics
Outstanding Student in Comparative Politics
Outstanding Student in International Relations
Outstanding Teaching Assistant
Outstanding Teaching Fellow
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Political Science
Pender Award for Best Graduate Paper in Political Science
Ralph Yarborough Award for Best Undergraduate Paper in Political Science
Sam B. McAllister Award for Most Outstanding Graduate Student in Political Science

Josue Barron
Ronald McGauvran
Hannah Horick
Chase Neill
Bonnie Paris Shaw
Daniel Mintun
Amalia Pulido
Meagan Burt
Amy Friesenhahn
Savannah Leigh Shuffield
Jared Perkins

PSYCHOLOGY

Anna Wright Memorial Scholarship
Bonney Honor Student in Psychology Award
Charlotte Friedersdorff-Boyd Memorial Scholarship for Outstanding Graduate Student
Dr. G. Frank Lawlis Scholarship
Ernest H. Harrell Memorial Scholarship
Frank Collins Memorial Scholarship
Ladenberger Honor Student in Psychology Award
Louis C. Weber Scholarship for Outstanding Undergraduate Student
Louis C. Weber Scholarship for Psi Chi Award
Outstanding Dissertation in Psychology Award
Outstanding Scholarly Publication Award
Outstanding Teaching Fellow in Psychology Award
Outstanding Thesis in Psychology Award

Margot Williams
Beth Janis
Allyson Sharf
Andrew Shelton
Stephanie Agtarap
Erin Sullivan
Renee Cloutier
Arthur Marsden
Caitlin Garza
Kayla Carrigan
Jessica Dietch
Amanda Phillips
Justin Lirvin

SOCIOLOGY

Hiram J. Friedsam Award for the Outstanding Doctoral Student in Sociology
Leonard G. Benson Award for the Outstanding Sociology Undergraduate Major
Rudy Ray Seward Award for the Outstanding Sociology Master's Student

Elizabeth Anne Gabhart
Nadia Ala’l Rosales
Jennifer Lynn Knudsen

SPANISH

Outstanding Graduate Student in Spanish
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Spanish

Rachelle Scarola
Miriam Calixto

TEACH NORTH TEXAS

Outstanding Undergraduate in Secondary Mathematics Teaching
Outstanding Undergraduate in Secondary Science Teaching

Jessica Martinez
Richard Kenna

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION

Outstanding Tech Communication Graduate Student
Outstanding Tech Communication Lab Tutor
Outstanding Tech Communication Undergraduate Student

Sara Glauda
Micah Deluna
Jake Ferguson

WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES

Outstanding Women's & Gender Studies Activist Award
Outstanding Women's & Gender Studies Activist Award

Autumn Tyler
Eric Duran
WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES
French Graduate Student of the Year
Student of the Year in a Minor Language
Student of the Year in German
Undergraduate Student of the Year in French

Flora Jougla
David Oostenbrug
Hannah Phillips
Chi Nguyen

College of Business

ACCOUNTING
Federation of Schools of Accountancy Excellence Award
Outstanding Audit Student
Outstanding Audit Student
Outstanding Doctoral Student
Outstanding Tax Student
Outstanding Tax Student
Outstanding Undergraduate Student
Outstanding Undergraduate Student
Texas Society of Certified Public Accountants Excellence Award

Claire Sophie Ruaro
Emily Munoz
Andria Sims
Jan Philipp Klaus
David Farmer
Yanxia Jiang
Elizabeth Ahrens
Meagan Gorski
Zander Villinger

FINANCE, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, AND LAW
Joe D. Hefner Award in Insurance
Outstanding Master's Student in Finance
Outstanding Student in Financial Services
Outstanding Student in Real Estate
Outstanding Student in Risk Management and Insurance
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Finance

Maranda Johnson
Yun Cai
Elaine Strathern
Natalie Boyd
Nicholas Marks
James Verfurth

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND DECISION SCIENCES
Business Computer Information Systems Ph.D. Scholar Award
ITDS Master's Scholar Award
Management Science Ph.D. Scholar Award
Outstanding Graduate ITDS Major
Outstanding Undergraduate BCIS Major
Outstanding Undergraduate Decision Sciences Major
Undergraduate BCIS Scholar Award
Undergraduate Decision Sciences Scholar Award

Obiageli Ogbanufe
Kevin Murphy
Heng Xie
Laura Poole
Brian Powers
Anna Hunt
Tyler Burns
Teri Thurmond

MANAGEMENT
Outstanding Graduate Student in Health Services Management
Outstanding Graduate Student in Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Outstanding Graduate Student in Strategic Management
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Entrepreneurship
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management

Bhavik Arunbhai Mohanlal
Victor Chen
Trisha Polak
Jaime Larriviere
Olivia Radovan

College of Education

COUNSELING AND HIGHER EDUCATION
Higher Education Program Outstanding Doctoral Student Award
Higher Education Program Outstanding Master's Student Award
Outstanding Doctoral Student

Demesia Razo
Brittany Markowitz
Saharnaz “Sahar” Loseu
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Department of Educational Psychology Outstanding Community Team Member
Emerging Leader in Educational Psychology
Emerging Scholar in Special Education
Emerging Undergraduate Leader in Special Education
Excellence in Academic Achievement in Special Education
Excellence in Doctoral Academic Achievement in Special Education
Excellence in Doctoral Leadership in Special Education
Excellence in Doctoral Professionalism in Special Education
Excellence in Doctoral Student Engagement in Special Education
Excellence in Master's Academic Achievement in Special Education
Excellence in Professional Service in Educational Psychology
Excellence in Professionalism in Special Education
Excellence in Scholarship in Educational Psychology
Excellence in Scholarship in Human Development and Family Sciences
Excellence in Undergraduate Academic Achievement in Special Education
Excellence in Undergraduate Leadership in Special Education
Excellence in Undergraduate Professionalism in Special Education
Excellence in Undergraduate Student Engagement in Special Education
Outstanding Graduate Student in Educational Psychology
Outstanding Graduate Student in Educational Research
Outstanding Teaching Fellow in Educational Psychology
Outstanding Teaching Fellow in Human Development and Family Sciences

KINESIOLOGY, HEALTH PROMOTION, AND RECREATION

Emmett F. Cambron Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Health Promotion
Jess E. Cearley Award in Kinesiology

TEACHER EDUCATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Ben E. Coody Outstanding Student Teacher in Secondary Education
Betsy O. Mason Outstanding Student Teacher in Elementary Education
Outstanding Doctoral Student in Curriculum Studies
Outstanding Doctoral Student in Early Childhood
Outstanding Doctoral Student in Literacy Education
Outstanding Ed.D. Student in Educational Leadership
Outstanding Graduate Assistant in Teacher Education and Administration
Outstanding Master of Education in Teaching Student Award
Outstanding Master’s Student in Curriculum and Instruction
Outstanding Master’s Student in Early Childhood
Outstanding Master’s Student in Educational Leadership
Outstanding Ph.D. Student in Educational Leadership
Outstanding Post Baccalaureate Student in Bilingual/ESL Education
Outstanding Post Baccalaureate Student in Educational Leadership
Outstanding Post Baccalaureate Student in Secondary Education
Outstanding Principal Certification
Outstanding Superintendent Certification
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Bilingual/ESL
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Early Childhood
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Elementary Education
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Secondary Education

Outstanding Graduate Student in Educational Psychology
Emerging Leader in Educational Psychology
Emerging Scholar in Special Education
Emerging Undergraduate Leader in Special Education
Excellence in Academic Achievement in Special Education
Excellence in Doctoral Academic Achievement in Special Education
Excellence in Doctoral Leadership in Special Education
Excellence in Doctoral Professionalism in Special Education
Excellence in Doctoral Student Engagement in Special Education
Excellence in Master's Academic Achievement in Special Education
Excellence in Professional Service in Educational Psychology
Excellence in Professionalism in Special Education
Excellence in Scholarship in Educational Psychology
Excellence in Scholarship in Human Development and Family Sciences
Excellence in Undergraduate Academic Achievement in Special Education
Excellence in Undergraduate Leadership in Special Education
Excellence in Undergraduate Professionalism in Special Education
Excellence in Undergraduate Student Engagement in Special Education
Outstanding Graduate Student in Educational Psychology
Outstanding Graduate Student in Educational Research
Outstanding Teaching Fellow in Educational Psychology
Outstanding Teaching Fellow in Human Development and Family Sciences

College of Engineering

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Outstanding Student in Biomedical Engineering

Mary Mitchell
Jayne Palka
Susan Nix
Ashley Terrill
Lia Bryant
Patrick Triplett
Kimberlee Flatt
Chelsi Pruitt
Will Barron
Katherine Corson
Mary Mitchell
Julia Langlet
Peter Boedecker
Kaylee Seddio
Jamie Thomas
Erika Mendoza
Stephanie Camacho
Nicole Eason
Lucas Horton
Dianna Mullet
Ryan Glaman
Kristen Lamb
Michelle Koussa

Jennifer Stivinon Wyatt
Asheal Davis
Jairus Elsbury
Athena Leal
Soo Jeong Kim
John Reed
Whitney Young
Gregory Axelson
Earl Levingston
Rachel Sweat
Wendy Zamorano
Ana Figueras
Robert Borenstein
Anna Curtis
Norma Rosales
Roland Nelson
Emily Leitnick
Melissa Robinett
Daniel Ford
Blanca Gonzalez
Kaitlynn Johnson
Luke Canales
Mitchell Pavel

James Mayo
**COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING**

Outstanding Doctoral Student in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering  
Zhi Liu

Outstanding Freshman in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering  
Chris Jones

Outstanding Junior in Computer Engineering  
Charles Goff

Outstanding Junior in Computer Science  
Daniel Merlino

Outstanding Junior in Information Technology  
Brandon Hastings

Outstanding Master's Student in Computer Engineering  
Evan Rodrigues

Outstanding Master's Student in Computer Science  
Sreedevi Koppula

Outstanding Senior in Computer Engineering  
Chukwuebuka Nwankwo

Outstanding Senior in Computer Science  
Dralia Tulley-Patton

Outstanding Senior in Information Technology  
Olivia Hughes

Outstanding Sophomore in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering  
Luis Alba

Outstanding Teaching Assistant in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering  
Nishitha Guntakandla

Outstanding Teaching Fellow in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering  
Joseph Helsing

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**

Best Senior Student in Electrical Engineering  
Dasan Washburn

Outstanding Graduate Student in Electrical Engineering  
Sindhu Alla

**MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING**

Outstanding Graduate in Materials Science and Engineering  
Aditya Ayyagari

Outstanding Graduating Senior in Materials Science and Engineering  
Keirsten Tafoya

Outstanding Teaching Assistant in Materials Science and Engineering  
Matthew Carl

**College of Health and Public Service**

**AUDIOLGY AND SPEECH LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY**

Outstanding Audiology Graduate Student  
Christine Anderson

Outstanding Speech Language Pathology Graduate Student  
Miranda Sims

Outstanding Undergraduate Student Audiology and Speech Language Pathology  
Hannah McNeal

**BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS**

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Behavior Analysis  
Maria Otero

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Behavior Analysis  
Richelle Hurtado

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Behavior Analysis  
Williams Espericueta

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Behavior Analysis  
Sarah Liberty

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Behavior Analysis  
Carlos Lopez

Outstanding Graduate Student in Behavior Analysis  
Kathleen Bayliss

Outstanding Graduate Student in Behavior Analysis  
Joshua Kinser

Outstanding Graduate Student in Behavior Analysis  
Lauren Speckin

Outstanding Graduate Student in Behavior Analysis  
Gabrielle Vega

Outstanding Graduate Student in Behavior Analysis  
Isabel Cunningham

Outstanding Graduate Student in Behavior Analysis  
Rachel Metras

**COMMUNITY AND PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS**

Outstanding BAAS Student  
Ronald Shortledge

**CRIMINAL JUSTICE**

Outstanding Criminal Justice Graduate Student Award  
Bret Starr

**DISABILITY AND ADDICTION REHABILITATION**

Outstanding Graduate Student in Health Services Administration  
Qiwei “Richard” Li

Outstanding Graduate Student in Rehabilitation Counseling  
James Rumer

Outstanding Graduate Student in Rehabilitation Counseling  
Julie Rondan

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Addiction Studies  
Colin Alphonso

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Rehabilitation Studies  
Eugenia Bryant
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND DISASTER SCIENCE
Maxwell Award for the Most Outstanding EADP Student
Seana Epley

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
2016-2017 Outstanding Ph.D. Student
Laura Keyes

College of Information

LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES
BAAS Outstanding Leadership Award
Lois Short
BAAS Outstanding Scholar Award
Joshua Day
Innovative Leadership Award
Robin Mayes
Innovative Learning Design
Brandi Webster
Outstanding Academic Writing Award
Greg Quinn
Outstanding Collaboration Award
Deborah Cockerham
Outstanding Peer Mentorship Award
Tessa West
The Jerry and Michelle Wircenski Scholarship
Deborah Smith

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
Lis and Philip Turner Outstanding Student Paper/Project Award
Shana Sewalt
Outstanding Master's Student in Houston Program Award
Abra Schnur
Outstanding Master's Student in Information Sciences Award
Rohini Devabhaktuni
Outstanding Master's Student in LEAP II Cohort Award
Belen Busby
Outstanding Master's Student in Library Science Award
Elizabeth Sefanski
Outstanding Master's Student in Los Angeles Cohort Award
Tommy Bui
Outstanding Master's Student in Nevada/Utah Cohort Award
Marie Elena Reed
Outstanding Master's Student in New Mexico Cohort Award
Sarah Bowler-Hill
Outstanding Master's Student in Northern California Cohort
Brian Edwards
Outstanding Master's Student in SWIM Cohort Award
Justin Prescott
Outstanding Master's Student in Virginia/West Virginia Cohort Award
Mathew Cipriani
Outstanding Master's Student in VT/NH/ME Cohort Award
Alexis Dixon
Outstanding Ph.D. Student
James Spence
Outstanding Undergraduate Student
Cristal Hillard

LINGUISTICS
Academic Recognition for Graduate Work in Linguistics
Jane Lorenzen
Academic Recognition for Undergraduate Work in Linguistics
Ryan Deering
Excellence at the Graduate Level in Linguistic Analysis
Evaline Blair
Excellence at the Undergraduate Level in Linguistic Analysis
Aygul Porsyyeva
Outstanding Achievement for Graduate Research
Melissa Robinson
Outstanding Achievement for Undergraduate Research
Alexandra Peak
Outstanding Achievement for Undergraduate Research
Levi Acord

College of Merchandising, Hospitality and Tourism

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Highest Academic Achievement in Bachelor's in Hospitality Management
Audryanna Reed
Highest Academic Achievement in Bachelor's in Hospitality Management
Brytani Davis
Highest Academic Achievement in Master's in Hospitality Management
Oluwakolapo Smith
Highest Academic Achievement in Master's in International Sustainable Tourism
Laura Anne Hunt
Highest Academic Achievement in Master's in International Sustainable Tourism
Andrew McGovern
Outstanding Graduate Student in Hospitality Management
Oluwakolapo Smith
Outstanding Graduate Student in International Sustainable Tourism
Andrew McGovern
Outstanding Senior in Hospitality Management
Audryanna Reed
MERCHANDISING AND DIGITAL RETAILING

Highest Achievement in Digital Retailing  Carolyn Baldwin
Highest Achievement in Home Furnishing Merchandising  Julia Kampa
Highest Achievement in M.S. Merchandising  Alexandra Leafu
Highest Achievement in Merchandising  Kristian Murphy
Outstanding Graduate Student in Merchandising  Jacqueline Parr
Outstanding Student in Merchandising  Shannon Williams

College of Music

COMPOSITION STUDIES

Outstanding Graduate in Composition  Seth Shafer
Outstanding Undergraduate in Composition  Michele Newman

INSTRUMENTAL STUDIES

Outstanding Graduate Student in Brass  Carl Kleinsteuber
Outstanding Graduate Student in Percussion  Adam Davis
Outstanding Graduate Student in Strings  Aaron Olguin
Outstanding Graduate Student in Woodwinds  Luke Varland
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Brass  Elizabeth Speltz
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Percussion  Justin Matthews
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Strings  Ivana Biliskov
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Woodwinds  Bryce Newcomer

JAZZ STUDIES

Outstanding Graduate Student in Jazz Studies  Justin Binek
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Jazz Studies  Henry Beal

KEYBOARD STUDIES

Outstanding Graduate Student in Organ Performance  Hentus van Rooyen
Outstanding Graduate Student in Piano Performance  Dzmitry Ulasiuk
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Organ Performance  Gregory Santa Croce
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Piano Performance  Hyebin Oh

MUSIC EDUCATION

Outstanding Graduate Music Education Student  Michael Chandler
Outstanding Undergraduate Music Education Student  Gina Ramon

MUSIC HISTORY, THEORY, AND ETHNOMUSICOLOGY

Outstanding Ethnomusicology Student Group  The Student Society for Ethnomusicology at North Texas
Outstanding Graduate Student in Music Theory  Bryan Stevens
Outstanding Graduate Student in Musicology  Robert Anderson
Outstanding Music Theory Teaching Fellow  William Waldroup
Outstanding Musicology Teaching Fellow  Amy Cooper
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Music History  Helen Marincel
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Music Theory  Isaiah Chapman

VOCAL STUDIES

Outstanding Graduate Student in Vocal Studies  Kimberly Watson
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Vocal Studies  Malcolm T. Payne, Jr.
College of Visual Arts and Design

ART EDUCATION AND ART HISTORY
Outstanding Graduate Student in Art Education Sarah Travis
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Interdisciplinary Art and Design Studies Elena Greer
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Visual Art Studies Joseph Boatfield

DESIGN
Communication Design Excellence Award Joanna Tang
Outstanding Graduate in Fashion Design Krissi Riewe
Outstanding Graduate in Interior Design Carmen Wright
Outstanding Undergraduate in Fashion Design Sara Beasley
Outstanding Undergraduate in Interior Design Hannah Rodriguez

Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism
2017 News21 Project-One of Top Journalism Students from Across Nation; co-sponsored by The Dallas Morning News Alexis Reese
First Mayborn to Intern with Dallas Cowboys as part of UNT’s Agreement with the USA’s Top NFL Franchise Alex Lilley
Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism Outstanding Academic Student for Advertising Crystal Mazuera
Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism Outstanding Academic Student for News Linda Kessler
Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism Outstanding Academic Student for Public Relations Mary Murphy
Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism Outstanding Academic Graduate Student Tyler Hicks

Honors College
C.J. Davidson Honors Scholarship 2016 Kennedy Cortez
C.J. Davidson Honors Scholarship 2017 Krystin Rodriguez
Davidson Honors Scholar and Outstanding First Year Honors Student Bryan Burton
Davidson Honors Scholar and Outstanding Honors Research Student in the Physical Sciences or Engineering Gretchen Clark
Davidson Honors Scholar and Outstanding Honors Research Student in the Social Sciences Zehra Hussain
Davidson Honors Scholar and Outstanding Honors Student Robert Smith
Davidson Honors Scholar and Outstanding Honors Student in the Arts or Humanities Ruth Mertens
James and Ruby Leliaert Underclassman Honors Scholarship Terrence Iwuala
James and Ruby Leliaert Upperclassman Honors Scholarship Emmanuel Bakundukize
Larry McMurtry Honors Scholarship Rebekka Auer
Leslie H. Palmer Memorial Honors Scholarship Gabriel Puche
Pat Conroy Honors Scholarship Kathleen Long
Rosalyn Reades Underclassman Honors Scholarship Sarah Sarder
Rosalyn Reades Upperclassman Honors Scholarship Emmanuel Adeyemo
Walter and Mary Prichard Honors Scholarship Rachel Shafer

Texas Academy of Mathematics and Science
Dean’s Award Bihan Jiang
James R. Miller Award Surya Namboodiri
Jimmy Franklin Dean II Memorial Scholarship Siddharth Venkatesh
Julian C. Stanley Scholarship Jason Yu
Patel Scholarship Prateek Kalakuntla
President’s Award Amber Lu
Steve and Kathy Weiner Research Scholarship Ajay Srinivasan
The Scott and Myra Stoll Scholarship Anne Li
Tom Weiner First Year Scholarship Morgan Caldwell
Tom Weiner Student Life Fund Scholarship Linfei Li
Recognition Awards

Athletic Awards

Outstanding Female Varsity Athlete
Amy Henard
Outstanding Male Varsity Athlete
Fred Scott

UNT-International

2016-2017 Outstanding International Student
Giselle Greenidge

Student Activities Center Awards

Outstanding Undergraduate Academic Achievement Award
Xavier Sykes
Outstanding Graduate Academic Achievement Award
Aditya Ayyagari

National Honor Societies at UNT

Alpha Chi
Alpha Chi Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Delta
Alpha Epsilon Lambda
Alpha Kappa Delta
Alpha Lambda Delta
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Sigma Lambda
Beta Alpha Psi
Beta Beta Beta
Beta Gamma Sigma
Beta Phi Mu
Chi Sigma Iota
Chi Tau Epsilon
Delta Alpha Pi
Delta Epsilon Iota
Delta Phi Alpha
Eta Kappa Nu
Eta Sigma Delta
Eta Sigma Gamma
Eta Sigma Phi
Gamma Theta Upsilon
Golden Key International
Iota Iota Iota
Japanese National Honor Society
Kappa Delta Pi
Kappa Pi Sigma
Kappa Tau Alpha
Lambda Pi Eta
Mortar Board
Mu Kappa Tau
Mu Phi Epsilon
National Society of Collegiate Scholars
Omicron Delta Epsilon
Order of Omega
Pi Alpha Alpha
Pi Kappa Lambda
Phi Alpha
Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Sigma Pi
Phi Upsilon Omicron
Pi Delta Phi
Pi Sigma Alpha
Psi Chi
Rho Lambda
Sigma Alpha Iota
Sigma Delta Pi
Sigma Iota Rho
Sigma Phi Omega
Sigma Tau Delta
Sigma of Texas
Society for Collegiate Leadership and Achievement
Silvey Honor Society
Ta Alpha Pi
Tau Sigma

University Writing Awards

Faculty Senate Graduate Creative Writing: Fiction
Ruby Al-Qasem
Faculty Senate Graduate Creative Writing: Nonfiction
Clinton Peters
Faculty Senate Graduate Creative Writing: Poetry
Matthew Morton
Faculty Senate Graduate Scholarly Writing: Argumentative or Expository
Tyler Hicks
Faculty Senate Graduate Creative Writing: Fiction
Ellie Eichler
Faculty Senate Undergraduate Creative Writing: Nonfiction
Cade Mason
Faculty Senate Undergraduate Creative Writing: Poetry
Claire Yoo
Faculty Senate Undergraduate Scholarly Writing: Argumentative or Expository
Thomas Murphy

University Teaching Fellow Awards

Faculty Senate Teaching Fellowship Award
Nicole Warncke
Faculty Senate Teaching Fellowship Award
Joshua Jones
Faculty Senate Teaching Fellowship Award
Justin Binek
Faculty Senate Teaching Fellowship Award
Anna Marsden
Nationally Competitive Scholarships, Internships, and Distinguished Appointments

Anni Blair
Joint Admission Medical Program

Krysta Caudle
Joint Admission Medical Program

Isabel Delwel
Howard Hughes Medical Institute Exceptional Research Opportunities Program

Jessy Diamba
Fulbright Grant Semifinalist

Richard Ervin, Jr.
Research Experience for Undergraduates, University of North Texas
National Science Foundation

Williams Espericueta
Hispanic Scholarship Fund Scholar, Alternate

Emily Evers
Teaching Assistant Program for Foreign Languages (2016)

Marta Frey
Perry R. Bass Fellowship

Lisa Fellows
German Academic Exchange Services (DAAD)
Young Ambassadors Program

Stormie Garza
Texas A&M Undergraduate Research Program

Michael Geng
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair
Plant Sciences, 1st Place

Juree Goode
American Association of Advertising Agencies
Multicultural Advertising Internship Program

Johnathan Guerrero
League of United Latin American Citizens Scholarship 2016

Eva Guelogullari
Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs Scholarship, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Texas Blue Bonnet Grant – Peace Project for Women of Interfaith
Paul Harris Fellowship – Rotary International
Rotary Global Grant for Master’s Degree – Tel Aviv University

Manisha Gupta
Research Experience for Undergraduates, University of Southern California
National Science Foundation

Tesa Hargis
North Texas in DC (NTDC)

Shelby Hobohm
Award for Aspirations in Computing
National Center for Women and Information Technology (NCWIT)

Zebra Hussain
University Scholars Leadership Symposium, United Nations, Bangkok, Thailand

Carolyn Huynh
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair
Biochemistry, 3rd Place

Bihan Jiang
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair
Energy (Chemical), 1st Place

Leanne Joseph
Award for Aspirations in Computing
National Center for Women and Information Technology (NCWIT)

Prateek Kalakuntla
Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship Honorable Mention
Siemens Competition Regional Finalist
Regeneron Competition Scholar

Marina Kraft
German Academic Exchange Services (DAAD) Intensive Language Scholarship

Ashwin Kumar
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair Grand Prize
Materials Science and Engineering, 1st Place

Elaine Lee
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair
Energy (Chemical), 3rd Place

Michael Lee
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair
Materials Science and Engineering, 3rd Place

Amy Liu
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair
Medicine and Health, 1st Place

Amber Lu
2017 Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
Siemens Competition Semifinalist
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair
Mathematics, 1st Place

Angelica Martinez
Research Experience for Undergraduates, University of Colorado, Boulder
National Science Foundation Program

Jazmine McGill
Research Experience for Undergraduates, Texas A&M University
National Science Foundation Award
Helen McKay  
*Award for Aspirations in Computing*  
National Center for Women and Information Technology (NCWIT)

Abhishek Mohan  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Best in Fair, 2nd Place  
Earth and Planetary Sciences, 1st Place

Miriam Montano  
Hispanic Scholarship Fund (HSF), Alternate

Fernando Moreno  
Joint Admission Medical Program

Rowena Mphahlele-Prather  
Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship

Pranav Murugan  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Biochemistry, 2nd Place

Yacine Ndiaye  
Rotary Global Grant, Designated Scholar

Marisa Nowicki  
Presidential Excellence Award  
Junior Summer Institute in Public Policy and International Affairs  
North Texas in DC (NTDC)  
Insight Collaborative Fellowship Finalist  
Change Corps Finalist  
Peace Corps Finalist

Ingrid Panameno  
Rotary Global Grant (London School of Economics)  
British American Foundation of Texas Scholarship

Ajay Panda  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Earth and Planetary Sciences, 2nd Place

Sahil Patel  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Materials Science and Engineering, 2nd Place

Billy Quian  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Computer Science, 2nd Place

Nydia Sanchez  
National Academy of Education/Spencer Dissertation Fellowship  
2016-2017

Sanket Sane  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Materials Science and Engineering, 3rd Place

Sarah Sarder  
Department of State Critical Language, Alternate

Michael Shen  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Computer Science, 2nd Place

Jhoalmo Sibrian  
Charles B. Rangel Summer Enrichment Program  
Fulbright Grant ETA

Robert Smith  
Showcase for Undergraduate Research in Engineering, 2nd Place

Michael Thomas  
National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship,  
University of North Texas

Jose Torres  
Fulbright Grant Semifinalist

Jagath Vytheeswaran  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Biochemistry, 3rd Place

Alex Wu  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Medicine and Health, 3rd Place

Maya Xia  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Biochemistry, 3rd Place

Arjun Yagnamurthy  
Coca-Cola Scholars Program, Semifinalist

Michelle Yakubek  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Computer Science, 1st Place  
US Navy/US Marine Corps Office of Naval Research  
Intel Excellence in Computer Science

Michael Young  
Phi Kappa Phi Fellowship  
Sigma Tau Delta Elva Bell McLin Senior Scholarship

Rick Zhang  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Computer Science, 3rd Place

Sarah Zou  
Fort Worth Regional Science and Engineering Fair  
Best in Fair, Honorable Mention  
Environmental Science, 1st Place
Nicholas D. and Anna Ricco Ethics Awards

College of Arts and Sciences
Devasantosh Mohanty

College of Business
Douglas Burns

College of Engineering
Gabrielle Cordray

College of Information
Deborah Cockerham

College of Merchandising, Hospitality and Tourism
Billy O'Dell

College of Music
Eliza Smith

College of Visual Arts and Design
Kevin Jenkins

Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism
Brandon Bolin

Honors College
Zehra Hussain

Texas Academy of Mathematics and Science
Sven Lohse

Presidential Excellence Award

UNT COMMUNITY AWARD
Tiffany Miller

Student Government Association Awards

ALTON THIBODEAUX AWARD
Teresa Aguayo

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION HONOR PROFESSOR
Dr. Masood Raja
Department of English

THE FESSOR GRAHAM AWARD
Ms. Brenda Sweeten
Department of Social Work

Jessica Martinez
Honors Day Keynote Speaker

Jessica Martinez is graduating with honors in May 2017 with a Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics with minors in Secondary Education and Spanish. Jessica is a 2013 Terry Scholar, a member of the UNT Honors College, and a member of the UNT Catholic Center. Upon graduation Jessica plans on doing mission work with FOCUS, a Catholic collegiate outreach organization that works with university students across the United States, and after which she will return to the north Texas area to teach high school mathematics. Jessica would like to thank all of her professors and instructors from UNT, especially from the Teach North Texas program and the Mathematics Department, for constantly inspiring, challenging, and supporting her in her dreams.

History of Honors Day

Honors Day began in 1950, when the Meritum Chapter of Mortar Board Honor Society held the first academic ceremony. Blue Key Honor Society later added a banquet for honorees to accompany the convocation, which continued under the guidance of Mortar Board. The University formally assumed responsibility for all activities of Honors Day in 1972, via proclamation of the University president and the student government president. Arrangements since that date have been handled by the University Honors and Recognition Committee which is broadly representative of UNT. Honors Day is sponsored jointly by the Division of Student Affairs and the Honors College. The purpose of the Honors Day ceremony is to recognize students who exemplify excellence in academic and leadership pursuits, and to give the University community an opportunity to celebrate the accomplishments of these individuals and the wonderful institution of which we are a part.
Platform Party

Dr. Neal Smatresk President
Dr. Finley Graves Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dr. Elizabeth With Vice President for Student Affairs
Dr. David Wolf Vice President for Advancement
Mr. Wren Baker Vice President and Director of Athletics
Mr. Bob Brown Vice President for Finance and Administration
Ms. Joanne Woodard Vice President for Institutional Equity and Diversity
Ms. Deborah Leliaert Vice President for University Relations and Planning
Dr. Victor Prybutok Vice Provost, Toulouse Graduate School
Dr. Glênisson de Oliveira Dean, TAMS and Honors College
Dr. David Holdeman Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Su Gao Senior Project Administrator for Sciences, College of Science
Dr. Marilyn Wiley Dean, College of Business
Dr. Bertina Combes Interim Dean, College of Education
Dr. Costas Tsatsoulis Dean, College of Engineering
Dr. Tom Evenson Dean, College of Health and Public Service
Dr. Yunfei Du Interim Associate Dean, College of Information
Dr. Judith Forney Dean, College of Merchandising, Hospitality and Tourism
Dr. John Richmond Dean, College of Music
Dr. Denise Baxter Associate Dean, College of Visual Arts and Design
Ms. Dorothy Bland Dean, Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism
Dr. James Duban Associate Dean, Honors College
Dr. V. Barbara Bush Chair, Faculty Senate
Ms. Christi Hestand Chair, Staff Senate
Mr. Russ Stukel Assistant Dean, TAMS and Honors College
Ms. Jessica Martinez Keynote Speaker
Mr. Grant Hale President, Student Government Association
Ms. Barrett Cole Vice President, Student Government Association
Mr. Seth Ketron President, Graduate Student Council
Ms. Latourica Lewis President, Mortar Board
### University Honors and Recognition Committee

Dr. Elizabeth With, Co-Chair  
Division of Student Affairs  
Dr. Glênisson de Oliveira, Co-Chair  
TAMS and Honors College  
Dr. Maureen McGuinness  
Division of Student Affairs  
Ms. Charlene Ballenger  
Office of the Registrar  
Ms. Courtney Burke  
UNT Coliseum  
Ms. Ellysia Dierker  
Division of Student Affairs  
Dr. James Duban  
TAMS and Honors College  
Ms. Diana Dunklau  
TAMS and Honors College  
Ms. Sandy Howell  
Division of Student Affairs  
Ms. Laurea Irving  
Office of the President  
Ms. Alicia Pryor  
Division of Student Affairs  
Ms. Megan Wheeler  
Office of the President  
Ms. Ashley Wheelis  
Office of the Registrar  
Mr. Grant Hale  
Student Government Association  
Ms. Barrett Cole  
Student Government Association  

### Acknowledgments

We want to thank the following for their contributions to Honors Day 2017:

University Union  
UNT College of Music  
Coliseum Staff  
Mr. Russ Stukel, Announcer, Assistant Dean of TAMS and Honors College
Faculty and Staff Recognition

Dr. Bill Acree
Mr. Philip Aguinaga
Dr. Shahla Alâ‘i-Rosales
Dr. Jay Allison
Dr. Lee Ancona
Dr. Katsura Aoyama
Dr. John Baen
Dr. Rose Baker
Dr. Elba Barahona
Dr. Debrah Beck
Dr. Scott Belshaw
Dr. Konstantinos Beros
Dr. Glen Biglaiser
Dr. Bethany Blackstone
Dr. Miriam Boesch
Dr. Jay Allison
Ms. Wendy Boyd-Brown
Mr. Jeff Bradetich
Dr. Lynn Brandon
Dr. Sian Brannon
Dr. Kirsten Broberg
Mr. Witold Brostow
Dr. Sheri Broyles
Dr. Renee Bryce
Dr. Bill Camp
Dr. Randolph Campbell
Dr. Jenny Caneen
Dr. Amaryarn Carneet
Ms. Mariela Carpanzano
Dr. Dina Castro
Dr. Denise Catalano
Dr. Shobhana Chelliah
Dr. Qi Chen
Dr. Ana Cleveland
Mr. John Cobb
Dr. Berrina Combes
Dr. Carol Anne Costabile-Heming
Dr. Gloria Cox
Ms. Lauren Cross
Ms. Maia Cadhe
Dr. Thomas R. Cundari
Ms. Megan Cunningham
Mr. John Curtis
Dr. Susan Dadres
Dr. Sushama Dandekar
Dr. Beverly Davenport
Mr. Jim Davenport
Mr. Brad Davis
Dr. Mark Davis
Ms. Karen Dorff
Dr. Jeff Doty
Dr. Francis D’Souza
Dr. James Duban
Dr. Jehanne Dubrow
Mr. Samuel Earls
Dr. Colleen Eddy
Mr. Harry Ellis
Dr. Suzanne Enck
Dr. Lawrence Enoch
Dr. Mary Estes
Dr. Lauren Eutsler
Ms. Deborah Fabian
Dr. Kelly Feille
Ms. Molly Fillmore
Dr. Tatiana Filosofova
Mr. Mark Ford
Dr. Steven Friedson
Dr. Matthew Fry
Dr. Koji Fuse
Dr. Nolan Gaffney
Dr. Lorenzo Garcia
Dr. Ryan Garlick
Ms. Stephanie Garza
Dr. Juan Gelves
Dr. Guenter Gross
Dr. Eric Gruver
Dr. Jaymee Haefner
Mr. Matthew Heard
Dr. Lisa Henry
Dr. Jan Holden
Dr. Mei Hoyt
Dr. Yan Huang
Dr. Jane Huffman
Dr. John Ishiyama
Dr. Jamie Johnson
Dr. Bharath Josiam
Dr. Nadine Kalin
Dr. David Keathly
Dr. Todd Kettler
Dr. Dan Kim
Dr. Young Hoon Kim
Dr. Tammy Kinley
Dr. Rebekah Knight
Dr. Amelia Kraehe
Dr. Daniel Kunz
Ms. Jiyoung Kwon
Ms. Robin Lakes
Mr. Richard Last
Dr. Michael Leggieri
Dr. Brandi Levingston
Dr. Xiaohua Li
Dr. Teresa Lightner
Dr. Lin Lin
Dr. Yuankun Lin
Mr. Jose Lineros
Mr. Donald Little
Dr. Donna Lohr
Dr. Teresa Marrero
Mr. Eugene Martin
Dr. Andrew May
Dr. Richard McCaslin
Dr. James Meernik
Dr. Smita Mehta
Dr. Sandra Mendiola Garcia
Ms. Nanxi Meng
Dr. Wendy Middlemiss
Dr. Armin Mikler
Dr. Thomas Miles
Dr. Cynthia Mohr
Dr. Peter Mondelli
Dr. Sundeep Mukherjee
Mr. Michael Mullins
Dr. John Murphy
Dr. Caroline Najour
Dr. Kamesh Namuduri
Dr. Prathiba Natesan
Dr. Rodney Nielsen
Dr. Margaret Notley
Dr. Mariela Nunez-Janes
Ms. Adepeju Olaniyi
Dr. Joseph Oppong
Ms. Marian O’Rourke-Kaplan
Dr. Lisa Owen
Ms. Desiree Padron
Dr. Alexis Palmer
Dr. Phillip Park
Mr. Louie Petit
Dr. Robin Pottathuparambil
Ms. Rebecca Poynter
Ms. Shannon Presley
Dr. April Prince
Dr. Victor Prybutok
Ms. Claudia Queen
Ms. Michelle Redmond
Ms. Stephanie Reinke
Dr. Michael Richmond
Dr. Anne Rinn
Dr. Barbara Rodman
Dr. Bibhuduuta Rout
Dr. Richard Ruderman
Mr. Nikola Ruzevic
Dr. Barbara Schultz-Jones
Dr. David Schwarz
Mr. Lynn Seaton
Dr. Jyoti Shah
Dr. Sheldon Shih
Ms. Phyllis Slocum
Dr. Janie Stidham
Ms. Laura Storm
Dr. Linda Stromberg
Dr. Jessica Strubel
Dr. Jill Talbot
Dr. Barrett Taylor
Ms. Darla Taylor
Dr. Donald Taylor
Dr. Mark Thompson
Dr. Michael Thompson
Dr. Andrew Torget
Ms. Amy Trail
Dr. Huguette Tran
Dr. Uyen Tran-Parsons
Dr. Manish Vaidya
Dr. Vijay Vaidyanathan
Dr. Jacqueline Vickery
Dr. Michele Villagran
Dr. Jennifer Jensen Wallach
Dr. Cindy Watson
Dr. Justin Watts
Dr. Duncan Weathers
Dr. Russell Welch
Dr. Carol Wickstrom
Dr. Timothy Wilson
Dr. Jerry Wircenski
Mr. Adam Wodnicki
Dr. Rebecca Yates
Dr. Marcus Young

Student awardees submitted these names for acknowledgement.